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ABSTRACT 

The amount of plastic production grows since the 1950s. Due to poor management and high 

durability of plastics, they enter and accumulate in the environment. Microplastics (MPs) 

defined as small (< 5 mm) plastic particles have been widely found in aquatic environments, 

which threaten biotas and the environment. Although MPs become one of the global major 

concerns, hydrodynamic properties of MPs are still poorly understood. In oceans, MPs 

predominantly accumulate on the seafloor, indicating the importance of MP settling process. 

So far, settling process of microplastic (MP) disks have not been reported, which is the focus 

of this MSc thesis.  

In this thesis, systematic experiments were conducted on MP disk settling processes with three 

shapes (square, rectangle and triangle) and four common-used plastic materials (ABS, PC, PET 

and PVC with densities of 1.038 - 1.343 g/cm3). The thesis mainly includes two parts: Part Ⅰ 

“Terminal Settling of Microplastic Disks in Stagnant Water”; and Part Ⅱ “Acceleration Fall of 

Microplastic Disks in Stagnant Water”. Part I and Part II examine MP settling behaviors after 

and before reaching their terminal settling velocity, respectively.  

In Part I, during the terminal settling process, lighter MP disks (with density ρs = 1.038 g/cm3 

and length l ≤ 5 mm) followed rectilinear vertical trajectories, while heavier MP disks (ρs = 

1.161 - 1.343 g/cm3 and l = 5 mm) followed zigzag trajectories with oscillations and rotations. 

The mean terminal settling velocities of MP disks were 19.6 - 48.8 mm/s. Instantaneous settling 

velocities of heavier MP disks fluctuated. Existing formulas could not accurately predict the 

settling velocity of MP disks; and thus, a new model was proposed with an error of 15.5%. The 
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Red - I*
 diagram (Red is the disk Reynolds number and I* is the dimensionless moment of inertia) 

was extended for MP disks to predict settling trajectories.  

In Part II, the initial acceleration process of MP disks was investigated from the point of release 

and before they reach the terminal settling velocities. In fact, this process has not been studied 

for any MP particles (not just MP disks). MP disks were released in stagnant water in five ways 

(different sides of MP disks facing downward) and three angles (0° - horizontal, 45°, and 90° - 

vertical). It was found that the MP disks with release angles of 0° start to zigzag immediately 

after release, while the MP disks with release angles of 45° and 90° experience an adjustment 

phase first where they adjust to the horizontal position before zigzagging. The adjustment 

distances in the vertical (Lx) and horizontal (Ly) directions, as well as the maximum vertical 

settling velocity (Wx,max), are influenced by the density, size, release angle and release way of 

MP disks. The detailed instantaneous settling trajectory and velocity were analyzed, and the 

relationships for predicting Lx, Ly and Wx,max were proposed. The drag coefficient of MP disks 

in the acceleration process, which changes with time, was also examined and discussed. 

Finally, general conclusions and future work directions were provided at the end of the thesis.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

Plastics are increasingly demanded in industry, agriculture and daily life. They are commonly 

used in clothes, food packages and electronics, and most of them are for disposable use. Since 

the 1950s when plastics began to be used, plastic products grow exponentially and reached 368 

million tons in 2019 (Ostle et al., 2019; Akanyange et al., 2021). The huge plastic production 

causes tons of plastic waste. The poor management and haphazard disposal of plastics make 

plastic waste enter and pollute the environment (Eriksen et al., 2014; Akanyange et al., 2021). 

About 60% of plastic products end up as plastic waste accumulated in landfill or environment 

(Geyer et al., 2017). There is an estimation that 8 million tons of plastic waste are released into 

the ocean every year (Carbery et al., 2018). 

The average size of plastic wastes in the environment appears to be decreasing in the last 

several decades (Barnes et al., 2009). Microplastics (MPs) defined as small plastics (< 5 mm 

in size) are of growing concern over the last few decades (Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017). 

The amount of microplastic pollution grows and becomes ubiquitous (Yonkos et al., 2014). 

MPs are one of the main pollutants in the environment because of their low degradability and 

easy transport, resulting the fact that they are found almost everywhere in the globe including 

the air, land, ocean, freshwater and even ice in the poles (Obbard et al., 2014; Waldschläger 

and Schüttrumpf (2019); Padervand et al., 2020). MPs in the environment are categorized into 

primary MPs and secondary MPs based on the sources. Primary MPs are the raw materials such 

as in cosmetics and personal care products, and secondary MPs are destructed from large 

plastics by physical, chemical and biological processes (Guo and Wang, 2019; Padervand et 
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al., 2020). The primary MPs tend to be in regular shapes (e.g., spheres) and the shape of the 

secondary MPs tend to be various and random. The MPs detected in the environment mainly 

are pellets, fragments, disks, films and fibers (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012; Esiukova, 2017; 

Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017).  

The aquatic environment receives the majority of MP pollution (Zhao et al., 2019). MPs 

threaten the aquatic environment and biota (Ma et al., 2019). The pollutants in surrounding 

water are absorbed and concentrated by MPs (Guo and Wang, 2019). Moreover, MPs do harm 

to aquatic wildlife by directly ingestion as well as the toxicity of plastic constituents and 

absorbed contaminants, which also can be transferred in food chains and nets (Padervand et al., 

2020; Yu et al., 2022). 

There are an increasing number of research on MPs, but most of them focus on the abundance, 

occurrence and influence of MPs (Yu et al., 2022). The dynamic property and physical transport 

of MPs are still poorly known, and one reason is that it is challenging to study the transport of 

MPs because of the wide ranges of MP size, shape and density (Khatmullina and Isachenko, 

2017; Zhang, 2017). Given that about 50% of plastics are heavier than water and that in the 

marine environment more than 90% of MPs were found on the seafloor (Van Melkebeke et al., 

2020), the settling process is imperative for the studies on MP transport and fate.  

The settling velocity W is an important hydrodynamic parameter to assess the potential pathway 

and accumulated area of MPs with the interaction with currents, and therefore it is useful for 

the prediction of MP transport and fate in different aquatic conditions (Khatmullina and 

Chubarenko, 2019; Francalanci et al., 2021). There are some previous studies on the settling 

velocity of non-MPs such as natural sediments and grains (e.g., Dietrich, 1982; Ferguson and 
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Church, 2004). Although the settling behaviors of MPs has similarity to sediments, to what 

extent and under what condition the results of sediments can be applied to MPs are still unclear 

due to the wider variety of MP shapes and different sizes and densities (Horton and Dixon, 

2017; Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 2019). Especially for some 2-dimensional (e.g., disks) 

and 1-dimensional (e.g., fibers) MPs, the settling velocity formulas for sediments could be 

minor (Francalanci et al., 2021).  

The settling velocity of MP pellets, fragments and fibers has been studied to different extents 

(Bagaev et al., 2017; Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017; Kaiser et al., 2019). It is demonstrated 

that MP density, shape and size exert impacts on the settling velocity. The settling velocity of 

some regular shaped MPs (e.g., spheres and short cylinders) exhibits reasonable consistency 

with those settling velocity formulas for non-MPs (Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017). The 

settling velocity of some MPs including long cylinders, 2D fragments and irregular shaped 

particles, however, is much lower than those of the volume equivalent spheres and has a great 

deviation from the formulas developed for non-MPs (Kowalski et al., 2016; Khatmullina and 

Isachenko, 2017; Kaiser et al., 2019; Francalanci et al., 2021). On the other hand, because of 

the great differences in shapes, the settling velocity formulas for MPs of other shapes (e.g., 

sphere) are also expected to be inappropriate for MP disks.  

A few research concerned on the settling process of non-MP disks, and six types of trajectories 

of non-MP disks have been reported: steady falling, planar zigzag motion, transitional motion, 

spiral motion, chaotic motion, and tumbling motion (Field et al., 1997; H.  Zhong et al., 2011). 

The results show that the size and density of non-MP disks impact the settling trajectory, and 

the trajectory changes from steady to unsteady with increasing Reynolds number (Stringham 
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et al., 1969). These disk studies lay a foundation for the present study on MP disks.  

So far, the terminal settling process in which MPs fall at their terminal settling velocity, has 

been the focus for the studies on MP settling (e.g., Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017; Kaiser et 

al., 2019; Francalanci et al., 2021). However, the unsteady-state settling, including the 

acceleration process from the point of release till MPs reach the terminal velocity, has not been 

studied. The unsteady settling exists and could not be simply disregarded in certain situations 

such as settling in shallow water. The unsteady settling is also related to some other processes 

such as gravity particle separation and particle classification because assessing the paths of 

particles accelerating is important in these processes (Ferreira and Chhabra, 1998; Jalaal et al., 

2010). A few investigations on the acceleration process have been reported for non-MP 

spherical and non-spherical particles with rectilinear settling (Torabi and Yaghoobi, 2011; 

Jalaal et al., 2012; Yaghoobi and Torabi, 2012; Yin et al., 2017). The acceleration process of 

MP disks could differ significantly from that of spheres given the considerable deviation in the 

particle shape. Therefore, a thorough investigation on acceleration phase of MP disks is still 

essential for better understanding of MP transport and fate.  

The literature above is in high level. A detailed literature review is provided in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3 of this thesis. 

1.2 Knowledge gaps  

Based on the literature review on the settling process of MPs, the following knowledge gaps 

are identified: 

1) The settling of MP pellets, fragments, and fibers has been largely examined; however, 
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studies on MP disks (i.e., flat and thin MP particles) are scarce. 

2) The research on MP settling has focused mainly on the mean terminal settling velocity; the 

settling trajectory and instantaneous settling velocity have not been investigated.  

3) The acceleration settling process of particles (both plastic and non-plastic particles) has 

been barely investigated, not to mention those non-spherical particles with non-linear 

trajectory. No investigation has been conducted on the acceleration settling of MP disks. 

1.3 Research goals and objectives 

The overall objective is to fill the above-mentioned knowledge gaps. This research specifically 

aims to: 

1) Understand the settling behaviors of MP disks including the settling trajectory, settling 

velocity (mean and instantaneous), and drag coefficient in both the acceleration and 

terminal settling processes. 

2) Determine the effects of physical properties of MP disks (density, size and shape) on their 

settling processes. 

3) Examine existing relations for MP disk settling, and proposed new relationships to better 

quantify or predict the settling.  

The detailed objectives of Part Ⅰ (Chapter 2) of this thesis are: 

1) To investigate the settling trajectory and terminal velocity (both mean and instantaneous) 

in both vertical and horizontal directions for MP disk with different shapes (square, 

rectangle, and triangle), densities (1.038 - 1.343 g/cm3) and sizes (1.5 - 5.0 mm). 
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2) To compare the settling behaviors of MP disks with non-MP disks and MPs of other shapes. 

3) To determine the proper prediction for the settling trajectory, mean terminal settling 

velocity and drag coefficient of MP disks, including to propose new equations. 

The detailed objectives of part Ⅱ (Chapter 3) of the thesis are: 

1) To study the settling behaviors including trajectory and velocity of MP disks with five 

release ways (different sides of MP disks facing downward), densities (1.038 - 1.343 

g/cm3), and release angles (0° - horizontal, 45° and 90° - vertical) in the acceleration phase. 

2) To investigate the relationships between the settling motion (including the settling distance 

and maximum settling velocity) and physical characteristics of MP disks (including the 

density, shape and size), and to propose prediction equations.  

3) To examine and discuss the drag coefficient (which changes with time) of accelerating MP 

disks with nonlinear trajectory. 

1.4 Thesis Outlines 

The thesis is written as paper-based format and organized into four chapters. In Chapter 1, 

general introduction and literature review on the topics of the thesis are presented, and 

knowledge gaps and objectives of this research are identified. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are the 

two parts (papers) of the main body. Chapter 2 (Part Ⅰ) is “Terminal Settling of Microplastic 

Disks in Stagnant Water”. Chapter 3 (Part Ⅱ) is “Acceleration Fall of Microplastic Disks in 

Stagnant Water”.  Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 examine MP settling behaviors after and before 

reaching their terminal settling velocity, respectively. Chapter 2 is presented earlier because the 

current literature focuses on the terminal settling process, rather than the acceleration stage. 
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Chapter 4 provides general conclusions of this research and gives suggestions for future 

research. 
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Chapter 2 Terminal Settling of Microplastic Disks in Stagnant Water 

2.1 Introduction 

Over the last several decades, the average size of plastic particles in the environment appears 

to be decreasing (Barnes et al., 2009). Microplastics (MPs) are commonly defined as plastic 

particles of less than 5 mm (Alimi et al., 2018). The abundant and worldwide distribution of 

MPs has grown (Barnes et al., 2009; Yonkos et al., 2014). MPs are widespread in the marine 

environment, lakes, rivers, and even in Arctic ice(Free et al., 2014; Obbard et al., 2014; Yang 

et al., 2015). Typical shapes of collected microplastics are pellets, fragments, disks, films, and 

fibers (Esiukova, 2017; Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017; Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 

2019). MP pollution poses a threat to organisms and the environment (Ma et al., 2019). MPs 

can be directly ingestion by aquatic biota because of their small size, resulting in digestive 

system obstructions and other negative physiological reactions (Yonkos et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, the toxicity of plastic constituents and absorbed contaminants transferred along 

food chains and cause health issues (Padervand et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2022). In the environment, 

MPs have long-term durability and can be easily transported in the environment, which drives 

increasing concerns (Padervand et al., 2020). 

To understand and predict MP transport and fate in water, it is necessary to study the 

hydrodynamic properties of MPs including the settling process. The settling process is 

important as suggested by the fact that in the marine environment over 90% of MPs accumulate 

on the seafloor (Van Melkebeke et al., 2020). Understanding the settling is also fundamental 

for the numerical modeling of MP transport and fate (Ballent et al., 2013; Chubarenko et al., 

2016). In previous investigations, the settling velocities of MP pellets, fragments, and fibers 
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have been largely examined; however, studies on MP disks (i.e., flat and thin MP particles) are 

limited.  

Kowalski et al. (2016) and Kaiser et al. (2019) revealed that settling velocities of MPs of 

irregular shapes were much lower than those of spheres of the same equivalent diameter. 

Khatmullina and Isachenko (2017) reported that previous formulas for terminal settling 

velocity of sediments were suitable for microplastics of MP spheres and short cylinders, but 

showed a great deviation for MP long cylinders. Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf (2019) 

proposed formulas for the settling and rising velocities of regular and irregular MPs with 

diverse densities and sizes. Van Melkebeke et al. (2020) were the first who examined MP film 

settling velocity in ethanol and regarded sphericity as a good shape descriptor for the films. 

Francalanci et al. (2021) showed the difference between the settling velocity of 2D MP 

fragments and MP spheres and developed a universal model for the prediction of the settling 

velocity of 3D (e.g., pellets), 2D (e.g., disks), and 1D particles (e.g., fibers). The influence of 

particle shapes on the settling velocity is attributed to the effects of shapes on the particle 

Reynolds number (Re) and the drag coefficient (CD) during the settling process (Khatmullina 

and Isachenko, 2017; Yu et al., 2022). The settling velocity formulas for MPs of other shapes 

are expected to be not appropriate for MP disks due to the great differences in shapes. 

Additionally, so far, studies on MP settling have focused on the mean terminal settling velocity; 

the settling trajectory and instantaneous velocity of MPs have not been reported. Therefore, it 

is imperative to further investigate these aspects, particularly for MP disks. 

Up to now, there have been a few studies on non-MP disks including large (5 - 60 mm) disks 

of plastic, lead, titanium, steel, and aluminum (Willmarth et al., 1964; Stringham et al., 1969; 
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Zhong et al., 2011; Song et al., 2017). The settling trajectories of these disks were different 

depending on their sizes and densities. Several dimensionless parameters have been used to 

characterize the settling behavior of disks: the particle Reynolds number of disks Red = Wd/ν, 

the dimensionless moment of inertia I* = πhρs/(64dρ), and the Archimedes number Ar =

3 ( ) /16 /sgh ρ ρ ρd ν− , where W is the mean settling velocity, d and h are the diameter and 

thickness of disks, ρs is the density of disks, and ρ and ν are the density and kinematic viscosity 

of the ambient fluid, g is the gravitational acceleration (Willmarth et al., 1964; Field et al., 

1997; Zhong et al., 2011; Auguste et al., 2013). With the increase of Re, the non-MP disk settled 

from steadily to unsteadily, which was related to the instability of pressure forces in the wake 

(Stringham et al., 1969). The dimensionless moment of inertia I* was also correlated with 

particle stability, and a Red - I* phase diagram was proposed based on metal and plastic disks 

(Willmarth et al., 1964; Stringham et al., 1969). Field et al. (1997) named four settling 

trajectories of metal disks - steady falling, periodic-oscillating motion, chaotic motion, and 

tumbling motion - and they proposed the boundaries of the four regimes (steady, periodic, 

chaotic and tumbling regimes) using the Red - I* diagram. Zhong et al. (2011) further reported 

three unsteady settling trajectories: planar zigzag, transitional and spiral, and extended the Red 

- I* phase diagram by replacing the periodic regime with the planar zigzag, transitional and 

spiral regimes. Auguste et al. (2013); Wang et al. (2016) investigated the impact of the aspect 

ratio of circular disks on the settling behaviors by numerical simulations. 

Although existing studies have discussed the distinct settling behaviors of non-MP disks, no 

studies on MP disks have been reported regarding settling trajectories and velocities. Moreover, 

non-MP disks studied in the literature are mainly circular disks with sizes larger than 5 mm, 
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and the settling behaviors of disks of other shapes have received limited investigation. Given 

the difference between MP and non-MP disks in sizes, densities, and shapes, MP disks likely 

have different settling behaviors. Hence, to further understand the settling process of various-

shaped MPs that exist in the environment, a detailed study is imperative. 

To fill the above-mentioned knowledge gaps, we conducted settling experiments on the settling 

trajectory and terminal velocity (both mean and instantaneous) of MP disks in the water. A total 

of four types of MPs were used with different shapes (square, rectangle, and triangle), densities 

(1.038 - 1.343 g/cm3), and sizes (1.5 - 5.0 mm). The settling trajectory and velocity were 

analyzed in both vertical and horizontal directions to further understand the settling behavior 

of MP disks. The drag coefficient was also examined. Finally, a new equation was developed 

for predicting the terminal settling velocity of MP disks, and the Red - I* phase diagram was 

extended for MP disks. 

2.2 Theoretical foundation   

Settling velocity formulas from previous studies were mainly developed for sediments (e.g., 

(Dietrich, 1982; Ferguson and Church, 2004; Z. Song et al., 2008). For non-MP smooth spheres, 

Dietrich (1982) correlated the dimensionless diameter D* with the dimensionless velocity W*: 

 

2

3 4

log( *) 3.76715 1.92944log( *) 0.09815log( *)

0.00575log( *) 0.00056log( *)

W D D

D D

= − + −

− +
  (2.1) 

where
3

s

2

( )
* nρ ρ gD

D
ρν

−
= , Dn is the nominal diameter of particles, which is the diameter of a 

sphere having the same volume as the particle, i.e., 3
6

n

V
D

π
=  ; and 

3

2

s

*
( )

ρW
W

ρ ρ gν
=

−
 , in 

which W is the terminal settling velocity.    
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To describe the impacts of particle size, density shape, and roundness on the terminal settling 

velocity, Dietrich (1982) proposed the formula for sediments with the Corey shape factor CSF 

and Powers roundness coefficient P:  

 

1 2

2
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3 4
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−
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 (2.2)  

where CSF is a commonly-used shape descriptor defined as c/(ab)1/2, where a, b and c are the 

longest, intermediate, and shortest lengths of the particle in three perpendicular axes, 

respectively. CSF varies from nearly 0 (thin disk) to 1 (perfect sphere) (Corey, 1949; 

Francalanci et al., 2021). P is defined by six roundness classes from very angular (P = 1) to 

well-rounded (P = 6) particles. 

Ferguson and Church (2004) proposed a settling velocity equation in the entire range of viscous 

to turbulent regimes for all grains sizes: 

 

2

2 3

1 2

*
*

( 0.75 * )

D
W

C C D
=

+
 (2.3) 

For smooth spheres, C1 = 18, C2 = 0.4; for natural grains, C1 = 18, C2 = 1.0; for very angular 

grains, C1 = 24, C2 = 1.2. Eqn. (2.3) gave a good fit to data of non-MP grains, such as quartz 

and river sands. 

Camenen (2007) presented a W*formula for particles of all kinds of material and any shapes.  
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where a1 = 24, a2 = 100, a3 = 2.1 + 0.06P, b1 = 0.39 + 0.226(6 – P), b2 = 20, b3 = 1.75 + 

0.35P, m1 = 1.2 + 0.12P, and m2 = 0.47. The three coefficients of A, B and m in the formula 

had explicit relationships with particle CSF and roundness P. This equation showed a decent 

performance with experimental data of non-MPs such as plastic cylinders and sands. 

Song et al. (2008) developed a quasi-theoretical equation of W* for natural sediments:   
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    = +   
    
 

 (2.5) 

where A = 32.2, B = 1.17 and n = 1.75 are constants. 

The drag coefficient (CD) is an essential parameter for particle transport in fluids. Particle 

density, size, and shape exert an important impact on CD (Haider and Levenspiel, 1989; Hölzer 

and Sommerfeld, 2008). When a particle reaches terminal settling velocity, the drag force 

equals the gravitational force. 

 21
( )

2
D SC ρAW ρ ρ gV= −  (2.6) 

where A is the projected area of the particle, and V is the volume of the particle.  

There were numerous investigations about CD of particles of different shapes. Clift and Gauvin 
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(1971) derived CD for smooth spheres with Re < 3 × 105:  
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Haider and Levenspiel (1989) introduced the sphericity Φ in their CD formula for non-MP 

particles (metals and plastics) of regular shapes including spheres, cubes, and disks:  
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 (2.8) 

where Φ is defined as Asph/Aact, in which Asph is the surface area of a sphere with the same 

volume as the particle and Aact is the actual surface area of the particle. This equation is valid 

for Re < 2.6 × 105. 

Cheng (2009) proposed a more accessible and easier equation for spheres with better 

representation for Re < 2 × 105 

 
0.43 0.3824

(1 0.27 ) 0.47[1 ( 0.04 )]DC Re exp Re
Re

= + + − −  (2.9) 

Hölzer and Sommerfeld (2008) divided sphericity Φ into two parts - crosswise sphericity (Φ⊥) 

and lengthwise sphericity (Φ‖) based on the falling orientation of non-spherical particles. Φ⊥ is 

the ratio of Asph to the projected cross-section area of the particle perpendicular to the flow, and 

Φ‖ is the ratio of Asph to the difference between half of Aact and the mean longitudinal projected 

cross-section area of the particle. They proposed an equation of CD for particles of various 

shapes over the entire range Re: 
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Dioguardi et al. (2018) developed a new equation using a shape factor Ψ (Ψ = Φ/χ) that 

included both sphericity Φ and circularity χ of a particle: 
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where χ is the ratio of the maximum projected perimeter of the particle to the perimeter of the 

circle equivalent to the maximum projected area of the particle. This equation is valid for 

irregular particles with 3 × 10-2 < Re < 1 × 104. Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf (2019) 

developed an equation for MP sphere and fragments with 0.1 < Re < 1 × 104, and used the 

Corey shape factor (CSF) as a parameter. 
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2.3 Materials and methods 

2.3.1 MP particles  

Four types of MP materials were used in the experiment: polyvinyl chloride (PVC, ρs = 1.343 

g/cm3), polyethylene terephthalate (PET, ρs = 1.319 g/cm3), polycarbonate (PC, ρs = 1.161 

g/cm3), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS, ρs = 1.038 g/cm3). They are commonly used 

plastics in daily life, e.g., PVC for pipes and guttering, PET for drinks bottles and packaging, 

PC for lenses, and ABS for electronic equipment cases (Ghosh et al., 2013; W. C. Li et al., 

2016; Andrady, 2017). The MP disks were cut from large plastic sheets ordered online. 

The MP disks used in this study had side lengths l = 1.5 mm - 5.0 mm and thicknesses h = 0.15 
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mm - 0.50 mm (Table 2.1), for which the measurement was conducted with a digital caliper 

(accuracy level of ± 0.001 mm). The aspect ratios h/l were around 0.1 and CSF was from 0.06 

- 0.14, which were within the h/l and CSF ranges of 0.001 - 0.200 used in the previous studies 

of circular disks (Willmarth et al., 1964; Stringham et al., 1969; H. Zhong et al., 2013; Song 

et al., 2017; Mrokowska, 2020). Three shapes of MP disks were used in this study, including 

square, rectangle, and triangle (Figure 2.1). Rectangular and triangular disks were obtained by 

cutting square disks in half.  

The MP disk density was determined based on the titration method (ISO 1183-1, 2012) and 

further confirmed with the density values obtained from the online MP sellers. The density test 

was conducted in a glass beaker with 100 ml of distilled water. Ten particles were randomly 

selected from each polymer type and put in the glass beaker. After all the particles had fallen 

to the bottom, zinc chloride solution (ρ = 1.600 g/cm3) was added slowly by a burette. After 

each addition, the solution was stirred and mixed. With more zinc chloride solution added, 

particles started rising and stayed suspended for at least 1 min. The solution density equaled 

the density of particles at this time. 1 ml solution was delivered to a beaker by an automatic 

pipette and weighed on an analytical balance (± 0.001 g accuracy) to calculate the density.  

To compare the measured terminal settling velocity between different shapes and materials in 

this study and previous studies, the velocity and particle size were presented in the form of W* 

and D*. The drag coefficient CD was obtained with Eqn. (2.6) and the particle Reynolds number 

was calculated as Eqn. (2.13): 

 nWD
Re

ν
=  (2.13) 

As the MP disks in this study are thin (i.e., h << l), there would be a deviation using Dn to 
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describe the size of the MP disks where the MP disk is regarded as a sphere. In the studies of 

non-MP disks, the characteristic lengths of circular disks are often expressed by the diameter 

of the circular surface instead of Dn (Field et al., 1997; Zhong et al., 2011). Thus, to reduce the 

error of treating the disk as a sphere and compare it with non-MP circular disks, we used the 

maximum diameter Dm to calculate Re (named disk Reynolds number Red, where the subscript 

stands for disk) and the dimensionless moment of inertia I* in MP disk settling behavior 

analysis, as shown in Eqn. (2.14) and Eqn. (2.15). Herein, Dm is the diameter of a circle having 

the same area as the maximum projected area of the particle:
4
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2.3.2 Experiment setup and procedure 

The settling experiment was conducted in a plexiglass column with a square cross-section of 

20 × 20 cm and a height of 120 cm (Figure 2.1). The cross-sectional dimensions of the column 

were much larger than the disks, and therefore, wall effects were ignored. The column was 

filled with tap water at room temperature of 20 ± 0.5 °C. To trace the settling trajectory of a 

single disk, a dot was marked on the centroid of the disk surface on each side. All disks were 

placed in a 50 ml glass beaker filled with water for 3 hours to avoid the static surface charge 

and expelled air bubbles on the surface before the settling experiment. The disk was delivered 

from the beaker to the center of the column by a tweezer. The disk was immersed and released 

at 2 cm below the water surface to avoid surface tension, and then it settled freely. A high-speed 

camera (Phantom v211, USA) was used to record the settling process of the disk at a frame rate 
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of 100 fps and a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels. The entire settling process of each MP disk 

was recorded from the water surface to the column bottom, and the settling velocity was found 

to not increase after 15 cm below the surface. As this study focused on the terminal velocity 

and trajectory, the videos taken from 15 cm to 105 cm were analyzed to avoid the initial 

acceleration phase and the final deceleration near the column bottom. After one MP disk 

reached the bottom, the next disk would not be released until the water was still. 

The settling trajectory of each MP disk was analyzed with the software ImageJ (National 

Institutes of Health, USA). The terminal settling trajectory was obtained by connecting the dots 

marked on the disk in each image. The x-direction was defined as the vertically downward 

direction, while the y-direction was the horizontal direction (Figure 2.1). The terminal settling 

velocity (W) was the mean of the terminal vertical velocity of the disk calculated every 30 cm. 

The instantaneous terminal settling velocities in the x and y directions, Wx and Wy, were 

obtained from processing every two images (i.e., every 0.02 s) after disks reached the terminal 

velocity. The relative error Err was used in this study. 

 
1

100%cal mea

mea

W W
Err

N W

−
=   (2.16) 

where Wmea is the measured settling velocity, Wcal is the calculated settling velocity, and N is 

the number of measurements.  

Prior to the MP experiments, glass spheres were used to validate the measurement method of 

settling velocity in this study. The glass spheres had a density of 2.460 g/cm3 and diameters of 

5.0 ± 0.1 mm, 3.0 ± 0.05 mm, 2.7 ± 0.1 mm, and 0.7 ± 0.05 mm. The measured settling 

velocities of glass spheres were compared with the theoretical settling velocity equation for 
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spheres developed by Dietrich (1982) (Eqn. 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows that the measured settling 

velocities fitted Eqn. (2.1) well with the relative error of Err = 0.02% and the coefficient of 

determination R2 = 0.997. This suggests that the experimental setup and methodology are valid 

for measuring the terminal settling velocity of particles. 

2.4 Results and discussion 

2.4.1 Settling trajectory 

Three types of settling trajectories of MP disks were observed in the experiments: steady, 

zigzag and combination of zigzag and transitional (Table 2.2). The trajectory name is adapted 

from Zhong et al. (2011). The MP disks with the side length l < 5mm and ABS disks with l = 

5mm have a steady vertical falling (see ABS trajectory in Figure 2.1c). The PC, PET, and PVC 

disks with l = 5 mm showed an unsteady falling, which have secondary motions during the 

settling process: oscillations and rotations and fall in a zigzag path (see their trajectories in Fig. 

1c). For the disks with unsteady falling, the secondary motions vary with the shape of MP disks. 

For example, PC, PET, and PVC square disks oscillate (e.g., move from left to right and back 

to left) during the falling and have a zigzag trajectory. PC, PET, and PVC rectangular and 

triangular disks also oscillate during the falling. But the direction of oscillation is not fixed all 

the time, it rotates and disks spin around their vertical revolution axis occasionally. We found 

the similarity of this kind of settling trajectory with two trajectories reported by Zhong et al. 

(2011) - zigzag and transitional. The trajectory of rectangular and triangular disks tends to be 

a combination of zigzag and transitional trajectories. The possible reason of the difference in 

trajectory is that the shape affects the ambient fluid flow, which affects shear drag and pressure 

drag and then impacts the settling behaviors of particles (Stringham et al., 1969). 
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In each type of plastic, the settling trajectory is different with the MP size and shape. 

Specifically, the PVC, PET and PC disks with l = 5 mm have the unsteady settling trajectory; 

while those with l = 3 mm and l = 1.5 mm the steady settling trajectory. Besides, the PVC, PET 

and PC square disks with l = 5 mm with zigzag settling trajectory are different from those 

rectangular and triangular disks that have the combination of zigzag and transitional trajectory. 

For MP disks of the same size and shape, the MP material is also important for the trajectory. 

for example, the settling trajectory of ABS disks with l = 5 mm is rectilinear; it is different from 

that of other materials that have non-linear trajectory as stated above. Overall, the density, size, 

and shape of MP disks affect settling trajectories. The settling trajectory of disks is related to 

several hydrodynamic parameters such as Reynolds number (Red) and Archimedes number (Ar). 

A few studies discussed the settling trajectories of non-MP disks with various dimensionless 

parameters, such as the Red - I* diagram of Field et al. (1997), the Ar - I* diagram of Auguste 

et al. (2013), and the ρs/ρ - l/h diagram of Wang et al. (2016). The Ar - I* diagram is for thin 

disks with the Ar range of 0 to 55, which does not apply well to our data because our Ar value 

ranges from 15 to 100. The ρs/ρ - l/h diagram is not comprehensive for the settling trajectory 

prediction because it does not include the impact of disk size on the trajectory, while our 

experiment results show such impact is important for the MP disks. The Red - I* phase diagram 

has a wide range of 10 < Red < 105 and takes into account the impact of disk size, thickness 

and ρs/ρ. Zhong et al. (2011) have extended the Red - I* diagram, but the region of 102 < Red < 

103 and 10-3 < I* < 10-2 in the periodic regime is still blank (Figure 2.3). Since the Red - I* 

diagram focuses on non-MP disks, we extended the Red - I* diagram of Field et al. (1997); 

Zhong et al. (2011) to study the settling trajectory of MP disks (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 shows our results are around 2 ×101 < Red < 2 × 102 and I* = 6 × 10-2. Green square 

data points represent the MP disks having zigzag trajectories. Blue triangle data points 

represent the MP disks where both zigzag and transitional trajectories were observed during 

their settling. Since they had a combination trajectory of zigzag and transitional, the boundary 

between the zigzag motion area and the transitional motion is expected to pass through the blue 

data points. Red circle dots represent the MP disks with steady vertical settling but they show 

some deviations from the existing, non-MP, steady regime boundary. The red dots with Red > 

102 fall in the periodic regime but have a steady settling. This is possibly due to the different 

physical characteristics among the studied disks such as material and size. The boundary of the 

steady regime with 4.5 × 10-3 < I* < 5.5 × 10-3 was determined based on the data of circular 

steel and lead disks with diameter d = 5.1 - 18.0 mm from Field et al. (1997). The deviated red 

dots in this study are for square PVC, PET and PC disks with length l = 3 mm and square ABS 

disks with length l = 5 mm. Stringham et al. (1969) indicated shape, sharp corners and surface 

roughness of particles impacts their settling behaviors by changing the shear and pressure drag. 

Hence, the deviation is possibly due to the distinction of roundness (circular vs square), surface 

roughness (metals vs plastics) and size (5.1 - 18 mm vs. 3 mm) of the disks between Field et 

al. (1997) and this study. In brief, Figure 2.3 can be used to predict the settling trajectory types 

of MP and non-MP disks. Meanwhile, it is important to point out that more experiments are 

needed to further validate and expand Figure 2.3 for MPs.    

2.4.2 Instantaneous terminal settling velocity 

The instantaneous settling velocity of MP disks with l = 3 mm and 1.5 mm is constant and 

equals the mean settling velocity. The instantaneous settling velocity of MP disk with l = 5 mm 
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is more complicated. It oscillates with time and is inconsistent with the mean settling velocity. 

Thus, we focus on the settling velocity of the MP disk with l = 5 mm. Figure 2.4 presents the 

instantaneous terminal settling velocity of each shaped MP disk with l = 5 mm. The ABS disks 

fall steadily and therefore Wx and Wy are constants (Wx, square = 38.5 mm/s, Wx, rectangle = 39.2 

mm/s, Wx, triangle = 35.6 mm/s; and Wy = 0 for all the three shapes). The PVC, PET and PC disks 

follow zigzag paths (Figure 2.1c) and their instantaneous settling velocities fluctuate 

periodically with time with different amplitudes (Figure 2.4). The values of Wx are positive 

since disks settle along the vertical (x) direction, while Wy has positive and negative values 

since the trajectory is symmetric about the x-axis. The minus values of Wy represent the 

velocities in opposite direction along the y-axis. The oscillation frequency, amplitude, 

maximum and minimum values of the instantaneous settling velocity are summarized in Table 

2.3. In general, the oscillation frequency of Wx (2.91 - 4.57 Hz) is twice of the frequency of Wy 

(1.46 - 2.27 Hz) resulting from the symmetry of the settling trajectory. The amplitude of Wy 

(23.2 ± 8.0 mm/s) is about twice the amplitude of Wx (10.0 ± 2.5 mm/s). These relationships do 

not exhibit obvious trends with different sizes and densities of MP disks. Zhong et al. (2013) 

who tested Plexiglas disks with diameters > 20 mm at Red = 1650 (6 – 12 times of Red in this 

study), also found the frequency of Wx is twice the frequency of Wy.  

Both the density and shape of MP disks exert an impact on the instantaneous settling velocity. 

For the same shaped MP disk, frequency, extreme (maximum and minimum) values and 

amplitude of instantaneous velocity always decrease with the decrease of density from 1.343 

(PVC) to 1.161 g/cm3 (PC) (Table 2.3). The density of PET (1.319 g/cm3) is close to that of 

PVC, and thus the decrease of these velocity values is small from PVC to PET disks. For 
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rectangular and triangular disks, PVC disks have the largest Wx,max (maximum vertical settling 

velocity), Wx,min (minimum vertical settling velocity) and Wy,max (maximum horizontal settling 

velocity) among the three materials (PVC, PC and PET), while PC disks have the smallest. For 

square disks, the PVC disk also have the largest Wx,max (62.3 mm/s), Wx,min (35.3 mm/s) and 

Wy,max (35.2 mm/s) and PC disks have the smallest Wx,max (46.9 mm/s) and Wy,max (15.4 mm/s). 

PET disks, however, have the smallest Wx,min (28.7 mm/s), although their density (1.319 g/cm3) 

is much larger than that of PC (1.161 g/cm3). The amplitude for Wx of rectangular disks has a 

slight decreasing trend from 9.9 mm/s to 7.3 mm/s with decreasing MP density from PVC to 

PC; but it shows different trends for square and triangular disks - PET disks have the largest 

values (15.0 mm/s for square; 10.0 mm/s for triangular), followed by PVC disk (7.9 mm/s for 

square; 9.3 mm/s for triangular) and then PC disk (15.0 mm/s for square; 10.0 mm/s for 

triangular). The results of amplitude for Wy are consistent with that for Wx. The shapes of MP 

disks also affect the extreme values and amplitude of instantaneous settling velocity. For the 

same material, square disks have around 10% larger maximum velocity as well as around 40% 

larger amplitude of Wx and Wy than rectangular and triangular disks (except PC triangular disks).  

Unlike the density of disks, shapes do not impact the frequency. The frequency of Wx is around 

4.56 Hz for PVC disks, 4.40 Hz for PET disks and 3.10 Hz for PC disks of all three shapes 

(square, rectangle and triangle). 

Figure 2.5 demonstrates the relationship between MP disk position and the instantaneous 

settling velocities, where the origin (x, y) = (0, 0) is the position of an MP disk (the marked dot 

on the disk) at t = 0. t = 0 is the time when the disk face is perpendicular to the flow. The values 

of ABS disks are a single point in each sub-figure because they fall steadily without fluctuation 
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in Wx and Wy, while the data points of each of the other three MP disks (PVC, PET, and PC) 

distribute like an open ellipse since Wx and Wy oscillate periodically with time. In the vertical 

direction (left column of Figure 2.5), the ordinates of ABS and the elliptic centers of the other 

three materials represent the mean terminal settling velocity W. For instance, in Figure 2.5(a) 

left, the ordinates of green dots and the elliptic centers are: 24.0 mm/s for ABS, 38.5 mm/s for 

PC, 43.0 mm/s for PET, and 46.5 mm/s for PVC, which are their terminal velocities. The 

lengths of the semi-major axis of the ellipses represent the amplitudes of Wx. The black dots 

(PVC) have the longest semi-major axis while blue dots (PC) have the shortest semi-major axis, 

which appears to be related to MP density.  

In the horizontal y direction (right column of Figure 2.5), all the centers of the ellipses are (0 

mm, 0 mm/s), and the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis represent the amplitudes of the 

trajectory and Wy, respectively. MP disk with a smaller density has smaller major and minor 

axes of the ellipse: the major/minor axis of the blue dots (PC, 1.161 g/cm3) is smaller than that 

of red (PET, 1.319 g/cm3) and black (PVC, 1.343 g/cm3) dots. The amplitude of Wy has been 

discussed earlier and thus we focus on the amplitude of the trajectory (semi-major axis) here. 

The semi-major axis appears to be related to both the MP disk density and shape. PVC disks 

have the largest semi-major axis (1.9 mm for square disks, 1.5mm for rectangular disks and 

1.5mm for triangular disks), followed by PET disks (1.8 mm for square disks, 1.4mm for 

rectangular disks and 1.5mm for triangular disks) and PC disks (1.4 mm for square disks, 0.8 

mm for rectangular disks and 1.4 mm for triangular disks). The difference between the 

amplitude of PVC and PET disks is small, which is due to the similarity in density of these two 

types of MP disks. MP disks with l = 5 mm but of different shapes also vary in the length of 
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the semi-major axis. For PVC and PET disks, the square disks have the largest semi-major axis 

(2.1 mm for PVC; 1.8 mm for PET), and the rectangular and triangular disks have a small 

difference (within 12%). The amplitude of translational motion is related to I* (Willmarth et 

al., 1964). The square disk with larger I* has a larger amplitude. Rectangular and triangular 

disks with the same I* has almost the same amplitude. But for PC disks, square and triangular 

disks have the same semi-major axis (1.4 mm) and they are 55% larger than that of rectangular 

disks. 

2.4.3 Mean terminal settling velocity and drag coefficient  

The measured mean terminal settling velocities, W, for around 300 MP particles are 

summarized in Table 2.2 The settling velocity ranges from 19.63 mm/s of the lightest and 

smallest ABS disks to 48.84 mm/s of the heaviest and largest PVC disks. In each MP material 

set, W increases with increasing length l and varies with the shape of disks. In addition, the 

influence of shape is also related to the settling motion. For MP disks with the steady settling 

trajectory (e.g., ABS disks with l = 5 mm as well as PVC, PET and PC disks with l = 3 mm), 

W is positively linear correlated with the nominal diameter Dn (R
2 = 0.953 ± 0.03). For MP 

disks of the same material, square MP disks that have the largest Dn compared to other shapes 

with the same length l (Dn,square = 1.26Dn,rectangle = 1.26Dn,triangle) have the greatest W (Wsquare = 

1.14 -1.18 Wrectangle = 1.14 -1.18 Wtriangle). Rectangular and triangular disks with the same Dn 

almost have the same W, and the difference is < 3%. For disks with unsteady settling trajectory 

(e.g., PVC, PET and PC disks of l = 5 mm), W does not show a positive linear correlation with 

Dn with R2 < 0.1. For the MP disks with the same l, W exhibits a slight change with the shape 

of MP disks (Wsquare = 0.97 - 0.98 Wrectangular = 1.06 - 1.10Wtriangular). Square disks do not have 
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the largest W despite having the highest Dn, and rectangular and triangular disks with the same 

Dn have clearly different W. In short, our results suggest that for MP disks with steady settling, 

Dn has an essential influence on the mean terminal velocity W and the influence of disk shape 

can be ignored; but for MP disks with unsteady settling, shapes exerted a clear impact on W 

and the impacts of Dn is not obvious.  

Figure 2.6 shows that with the increase of MP disk density and the nominal diameter Dn, the 

terminal settling velocity W increases. The data points with Dn > 2 mm represent the MP disks 

with side length l = 5 mm, the data points with 1.3 mm < Dn < 1.8 mm represent disks with l = 

3 mm, and the data points with Dn < 1.3 mm represent disks with l = 1.5 mm. The W - Dn 

relationship is non-linear and similar for each material. The terminal settling velocity W 

increases less rapidly with the increase of Dn as seen from the decrease of the slope of the W - 

Dn relationship. 

Figure 2.7 exhibits the relationship between the dimensionless terminal settling velocity W* 

and the dimensionless particle diameter D* for MP particles of different shapes. It is shown 

that at the same D*, the MP particles with greater CSF have a higher W*. The data points of 

MP pellets (black triangles in Figure 2.7) collected from the literature (Hazzab et al., 2008; 

Kowalski et al., 2016; Khatmullina and Isachenko, 2017; Francalanci et al., 2021) have the 

largest CSF (0.8 - 1.0), which are on top of other data. The W* data points of MP cylinders 

(blue stars in Figure 2.7) with CSF values of 0.6 - 1.0 from Khatmullina and Isachenko (2017) 

are slightly lower. The data points of irregular MP fragments (green crosses in Figure 2.7) with 

CSF values of 0.1 - 0.6 from Kowalski et al. (2016) are scattered, probably due to their irregular 

shapes and generally have further lower W*. The data points of 2D MP fragments with irregular 
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shapes of top surface (red empty circles in Figure 2.7) from Francalanci et al. (2021) have CSF 

= 0.02 to 0.12, which are within the CSF range of a disk, and thus they can be regarded as disk-

like MPs. The orange diamonds represent thin MP films settling in ethanol from Van 

Melkebeke et al. (2020). The MP films with even smaller CSF (< 0.061) has lower W* than 

MP disks. The present data points (red filled circles in Figure 2.7) and those of Francalanci et 

al. (2021) suggest that W* values of MP disks and 2D (disk-like) fragments are lower than 

those of MP pellets, cylinders and some of the irregular MP fragments, but higher than MP 

films. 

Figure 2.8 compares MP and non-MP disk experimental data collected from this study and the 

literature with the existing W* - D* formulas for spheres, sediments and non-MP disks. 

Khatmullina and Isachenko, (2017) and Francalanci et al. (2021) show the non-MP sphere 

formulas of Dietrich (1982) and Ferguson and Church (2004) (with C1 = 18, C2 = 0.4) gave a 

reasonable prediction for MP spheres with Dn of 0.9 - 5.0 mm. However, the W* data points of 

MP disks are considerably lower than the formulas for spheres and sediments from Dietrich 

(1982), Ferguson and Church (2004), Camenen (2007) and Song et al. (2008), which can be 

explained as follows: Compared with spheres, disks of the same Dn have a larger surface area, 

resulting in higher pressure and friction drag and thus a greater resistance to motion and 

therefore a lower W. (Dietrich, 1982; Kowalski et al., 2016). Moreover, disks are flattened 

which induces flow separation and leads to larger drag coefficient and smaller settling velocity 

(Dietrich, 1982; Kowalski et al., 2016). The irregularity of the shape of MP disks leads to 

unsteady settling motions such as rotation, oscillation and tumbling, which also reduce W 

(Stringham et al., 1969; Dietrich, 1982).  
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A few researchers (e.g., Dietrich, 1982; Camenen, 2007) proposed universal formulas for non-

MP particles of various shapes considering shape effects, but these formulas do not apply to 

thin disks. For example, Dietrich (1982) proposed a formula (Eqn. 2.2) for particles of different 

shapes other than spheres considering CSF and P, but Eqn. (2.2) was valid for particles with 

CSF greater than 0.2, which is outside the range for disks and therefore it could not be applied 

to thin particle like MP disks. A second formula was developed for non-MP particles of various 

shapes, but it tends to underestimate the settling velocity of non-MP disks (Camenen, 2007). 

Similar conclusions of underestimation from Camenen’s formula can be obtained from Figure 

2.8 for both MP and non-MP disks (Err = - 80.9%). Note that the coefficients used in 

Camenen’s formula were based on the MP disk characteristics of this study (CSF = 0.1, P = 

3.0).  

The existing W* - D* formulas for particles of various shapes do not show good agreement for 

disks (both MPs and non-MPs) due to the great shape difference of disks compared to spheres 

and sediments. Hence, a new model for both MP disks and non-MP disks was developed. A 

fourth-order polynomial model was proposed in this study to describe the correlation for disks: 

 

2

3 4

log( *) 6.333 4.223log( *) 0.923log( *)

0.102log( *) 0.004log( *)

W D D

D D

= − + −

+ −
 (2.17) 

Coefficients of the formula were estimated by fitting MP disk data from this study, the 2D MP 

fragment data of Francalanci et al. (2021) and the data of non-MP disks from the literature 

(Stringham et al., 1969; Hazzab et al., 2008) (Stringham et al., 1969; ha et al., 2008; Song et 

al., 2017), using the least-square method. The new formula presents a good fit to all the existing 

disk data with R2 = 0.900 and Err = 15.5% (also see Figure 2.8). The p-value for T-test and F-
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test is less than 0.001. The performance of Eqn. (2.18) shows an improvement in W* prediction 

for disk compared with existing formula of Camenen (2007) (R2 = 0.420, Err = -80.9%).  

Figure 2.9 shows that the drag coefficient, CD, increases with the decrease of Re. In this study, 

when Re increases from 18.7 to 143.4, CD decreases from 7.9 to 2.5. MP and non-MP disks 

experience larger CD value than spheres with the same Re value. The formulas for spheres (Clift 

and Gauvin, 1971; Cheng, 2009) greatly underestimate CD values for disks. Many existing CD 

- Re formulas have been proposed considering shape effects for non-spherical particles as 

shown in Figure 2.9. A few of them give reasonable estimates of CD for both MP and non-MP 

disks, including those of Haider and Levenspiel (1989), Hölzer and Sommerfeld (2008) and 

Dioguardi et al. (2018). Since reasonable estimates have been achieved for MP disks, no efforts 

were made in this study to derive CD - Re formula specifically for MP disks.    

Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf (2019) derived their CD - Re formula based on MPs with 0.1 < 

Re < 1 × 104. Only our data of MP disks and the data of 2D MP fragments from Francalanci et 

al. (2021) were used to compare with their formula. Although the formula of Waldschläger and 

Schüttrumpf (2019) for MP fragments considered CSF, it shows unsatisfactory accuracy (Err 

= 80.1%). Haider and Levenspiel (1989) as well as Dioguardi et al. (2018) introduced other 

shape descriptors such as sphericity and circularity in their formulas, and their formulas showed 

decent performance in prediction accuracy for MP and non-MP disk data (Err = 38.5% and 

14.5%, respectively). Hölzer and Sommerfeld (2008) developed a formula that took the settling 

orientation into account. This formula presents improved accuracy with all disk data (MP and 

non-MP) with Err = – 1.71%. The improvement indicates that the settling orientation of disks 

along the trajectory impacts the CD - Re relationship and might need to be considered in future 
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studies. 

2.4.4 Applicability to seawater and limitation of this study 

This study examined MP disks settling in freshwater (ρ = 998 kg/m3), but the main results are 

expected to be applicable to seawater (ρ = 1010 - 1030 kg/m3), for example, the regime diagram 

of disks (Figure 2.3), the D* - W* equation of disks (Figure 2.8) and the Re - CD relationship 

for disks (Figure 2.9). More specifically, in the regime diagram (Figure 2.3), the ambient fluid 

density and viscosity are taken into account in calculation of Red and I*. In the D* - W* 

equation (Figure 2.8), the dimensionless parameters D* and W* includes ρ’ (ρ’ = (ρs - ρ)/ρ) and 

thus the ambient fluid density is considered, i.e., the equation (Eqn. 2.17) is still valid for 

seawater. In the Re - CD diagram (Figure 2.9), the ambient fluid density and viscosity are also 

considered when calculating Re and CD, and therefore the diagram has been used for both 

freshwater and other fluids such as solutions of glycerin and rape oil (e.g., Komar an Reimers, 

1978; Hölzer and Sommerfeld, 2008; Wang et al., 2018).  

The regime diagram considers different aspect ratio of disks; thus, it could be used to predict 

the settling trajectory for disks with various aspect ratios. However, the D* - W* and Re - CD 

relationships were derived from MP disks with the aspect ratio of around 0.1. There could be 

some deviations in predicting W* and CD for MP disks with other aspect ratios, which is the 

limitation of this study and needs further investigations.   

2.5 Conclusions 

The knowledge on the settling of MP disks is scarce based on a comprehensive literature review. 

This study examined the settling behaviors of MP disks of three shapes with lengths l from 1.5 
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- 5.0 mm. A detailed analysis was conducted of the settling trajectory and settling velocity, 

including their mean and instantaneous values. The diagram of the dimensionless moment of 

inertia I* versus disk Reynolds number Red was expanded to predict the trajectories of MP disks. 

A new formula was proposed for the dimensionless terminal settling velocity W* for both MP 

and non-MP disks. The main conclusions are as follows: 

⚫ Three types of settling behaviors of MP disks were observed in this study. All MP disks 

with l ≤ 3 mm and ABS disks with l = 5 mm fall steadily as a vertical line. PVC, PET and 

PC square disks with l = 5 mm oscillate during the falling; while PVC, PET and PC 

rectangular and triangular disks with l = 5 mm oscillate and rotate. 

⚫ For MP disks that fall steadily, their instantaneous horizontal settling velocity Wy = 0 and 

their instantaneous vertical settling velocity Wx equals the mean terminal settling velocity 

W. For MP disks that have secondary motions, Wx and Wy oscillate periodically. The 

frequency and amplitude of the oscillation are related to the density and shape of MP disks.  

⚫ The shape, size, and density of MP disks affect the mean terminal settling velocity W. MP 

disks experience lower settling velocity than MPs of other shapes (e.g., sphere) at the same 

size Dn. The W* of disks could not be predicted by the W* - D* formulas developed for 

spheres and sediments. The new W* equation of this study shows good accuracy for disks 

with R2 = 0.900 and Err = 15.5%. 

⚫ The CD - Re equation for spheres shows underestimation for MP and non-MP disks. But 

the existing CD - Re relationships that take into account shape effect presented a reasonable 

approximation for disks, especially for the equation of Hölzer and Sommerfeld (2008), 
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which additionally considered the falling orientation of particles (Err = – 1.71%). 

⚫ The settling trajectory, velocity and drag coefficient of MPs would provide useful 

parameters in future modelling of MP fate. Moreover, the settling process of MPs is 

complicated in real aquatic environments and would be affected by factors including 

biofilm, sediment and the turbulence of flow, which needs to be further investigated. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of experimental conditions on MP disks.  

Material 

Number 

of disks 

Length l, 

mm 

Shape 

Density 𝝆𝒔, 

kg/m3 

Aspect ratio 

h/l 

PVC 66 1.5, 3, 5 square, rectangle, triangle 1343 ± 5.0 0.07 – 0.10 

PET 67 1.5, 3, 5 square, rectangle, triangle 1319 ± 5.0 0.08 – 0.15 

PC 66 1.5, 3, 5 square, rectangle, triangle 1161 ± 5.0 0.10 – 0.17 

ABS 29 5 square, rectangle, triangle 1038 ± 5.0 0.09 – 0.11 
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Table 2.2 Mean terminal settling velocity (mm/s) and settling trajectory of disks. Velocity is 

mean ± standard deviation.  

Material Shape 
Length l, 

mm 

Nominal 

diameter Dn, 

mm 

Terminal settling velocity W, 

mm/s 
Settling trajectory 

PVC 

square 

5 2.87 ± 0.02 46.36 ± 2.48 zigzag 

3 1.66 ± 0.01 39.43 ± 0.45 steady 

1.5 0.86 ± 0.01 23.25 ± 0.77 steady 

rectangle 
5 2.27 ± 0.02 47.43 ± 1.15 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.32 ± 0.01 35.5 ± 0.92 steady 

triangle 
5 2.27 ± 0.02 44.23 ± 2.11 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.32 ± 0.01 34.43 ± 0.81 steady 

      

PET 

square 

5 2.66 ± 0.02 43.04 ± 1.19 zigzag 

3 1.67 ± 0.02 38.93 ± 0.64 steady 

1.5 0.94 ± 0.01 25.41 ± 0.56 steady 

rectangle 
5 2.11 ± 0.01 44.54 ± 2.18 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.33 ± 0.01 34.22 ± 1.1 steady 

triangle 
5 2.11 ± 0.01 41.97 ± 1.97 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.33 ± 0.01 33.35 ± 0.5 steady 

      

PC 

square 

5 2.89 ± 0.02 38.51 ± 0.71 zigzag 

3 1.75 ± 0.01 31.92 ± 0.33 steady 

1.5 1.03 ± 0.00 23.76 ± 0.40 steady 

rectangle 
5 2.29 ± 0.01 39.17 ± 0.44 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.38 ± 0.01 28.45 ± 0.53 steady 

triangle 
5 2.28 ± 0.01 35.56 ± 1.16 zigzag + transitional 

3 1.39 ± 0.01 28.09 ± 0.97 steady 

      

ABS 

square 5 2.89 ± 0.01 23.76 ± 0.40 steady 

rectangle 5 2.29 ± 0.01 20.80 ± 0.45 steady 

triangle 5 2.29 ± 0.01 20.09 ± 0.46 steady 
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Table 2.3 Instantaneous terminal settling velocities (minimum, maximum, amplitude and frequency) and the amplitude of trajectory of MP disks. 

 Square disk Rectangular disk Triangular disk 

 PVC PET PC PVC PET PC PVC PET PC 

Wx,max (mm/s) 62.3 ± 0.1 58.7 ± 0.1 46.9 ± 0.1 58.1 ± 0.1 53.0 ± 0.1 46.8 ± 0.1 57.1 ± 0.1 52.0 ± 0.1 43.7 ± 0.1 

Wx, min (mm/s) 35.3 ± 0.2 28.7 ± 0.1 31.2 ± 0.0 38.3 ± 0.1 37.7 ± 0.1 32.2 ± 0.1 37.6 ± 0.1 32.0 ± 0.1 25.2 ± 0.1 

Wy, max (mm/s) 35.2 ± 0.2 32.8 ± 0.1 15.4 ± 0.0 26.9 ± 0.1 22.8 ± 0.1 8.6 ± 0.1 25.7 ± 0.1 24.6 ± 0.1 16.8 ± 0.1 

Amplitude of Wx 

(mm/s) 

13.5 ± 0.1 15.0 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.1 9.9 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 0.1 7.3 ± 0.1 9.8 ± 0.1 10.0 ± 0.1 9.3 ± 0.1 

Amplitude of Wy 

(mm/s) 

35.2 ± 0.2 32.8 ± 0.1 15.4 ± 0.0 26.9 ± 0.1 22.8 ± 0.1 8.6 ± 0.1 25.7 ± 0.1 24.6 ± 0.1 16.8 ± 0.1 

Amplitude of 

trajectory (mm) 

2.1 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 

Frequency fx 

(Hz) 

4.57 ± 0.27 4.40 ± 0.38 3.28 ± 0.27 4.56 ± 0.24 4.43 ± 0.24 2.91 ± 0.13 4.56 ± 0.30 4.40 ± 0.19 3.28 ± 0.14 

Frequency fy 

(Hz) 

2.27 ± 0.05 2.17 ± 0.06 1.67 ± 0.04 2.27 ± 0.06 2.22 ± 0.05 1.46 ± 0.02 2.26 ± 0.07 2.20 ± 0.07 1.67 ± 0.04 
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Figure 2.1. (a) Experimental setup, (b) shapes of MP disks, and (c) examples of settling 

trajectories of square disks (l = 5 mm) of four MP materials. l and h are the length and thickness 

of an MP disk, respectively. The vertex angle of triangle MP disks is 90 degrees.  
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of the measured terminal settling velocity W of glass spheres (ρs = 

2.460 g/cm3) of different diameters (D = 0.7, 2.7, 3, and 5 mm) with the theoretical W - D 

relation for spherical particles (Dietrich,1982).  
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Figure 2.3 Regime diagram of disk Reynolds number Red versus dimensionless moment of 

inertia I*. Black lines are the boundaries of regimes proposed by Field et al. (1997) and Zhong 

et al. (2011). The periodic regimes consist of the zigzag, transitional and spiral regimes. The 

red line is the proposed boundary between the zigzag regime and transitional regime according 

to this study. 
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Figure 2.4 Time evolution of instantaneous vertical settling velocity Wx and horizontal settling 

velocity Wy for MP disks (PVC, PET, PC and ABS) of different shapes: (a) square; (b) rectangle; 

and (c) triangle. MP disk l = 5 mm.   
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Figure 2.5 Instantaneous vertical settling velocity Wx and horizontal settling velocity Wy versus 

distance x - Wt and y for MP disks of different shapes: (a) square; (b) rectangle; and (c) triangle. 

MP disk l = 5 mm. 
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Figure 2.6 Terminal settling velocity W of MP disks with different shapes (square, 

rectangular and triangular disk) and materials (ρs = 1.038 - 1.343 g/cm3) versus the nominal 

diameter Dn. 
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Figure 2.7 Dimensionless settling velocity W* versus dimensionless particle diameter D* for 

MPs with different CSF ranges. 
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Figure 2.8 Dimensionless settling velocity W* versus dimensionless particle diameter D* for 

MPs and non-MPs disks. The dots represent the experimental data collected from this study 

and the literature. The lines (except the red solid line) are formulas from the literature for non-

MP particles shown for comparison purposes, including spheres, sediments and disks. The red 

solid line is the formula proposed in this study for disks (both MP and non-MP disks).  
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Figure 2.9 Drag coefficient CD versus particle Reynolds number Re for MP and non-MP disks. 

The dots are experimental data collected from this study and the literature. The lines are CD-Re 

relations from the literature for non-MP disks (metal disks, plastic disks and MP fragments).  
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Chapter 3 Acceleration Fall of Microplastic Disks in Stagnant Water  

3.1 Introduction  

Microplastics (MPs) are usually defined as plastic particles less than 5 mm. They have been 

bringing increasing concerns in recent years because of their long-term durability and easy 

transport in the environment (Padervand et al., 2020; Jalon-Rojas et al., 2022). The aquatic 

environments receive the most MP pollution (Zhao et al., 2019; Choi et al., 2022). MPs are 

widespread in the water environments such as lakes, rivers, marine and Arctic ice (Free et al., 

2014; Obbard et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015). MPs in the water environments threaten the 

aquatic biota as they can be directly ingested, which would cause obstruction concerns and 

reproduction issues (Yu et al., 2022). Besides, MPs can absorb some contaminants such as 

persistent organics and metal (Guo and Wang, 2019). After ingestion, the toxicity of MP 

constituents and attached contaminants transfer and biomagnify in the food chains (Hidalgo-

Ruz et al., 2012; Yonkos et al., 2014). MPs found in the marine have a wide range of physical 

properties including sizes, densities and shapes (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012; Khatmullina and 

Isachenko, 2017).  

There are a great number of studies on the abundance, occurrence and influence of MPs in the 

water environment (Yu et al., 2022). The hydrodynamic behaviors, however, are much less 

studied (Zhang, 2017). Over 90% of MPs in the marine accumulate in the sediment (Van 

Melkebeke et al., 2020), which suggests the importance of the settling process. The terminal 

settling velocity is a significant hydrodynamic property to evaluate the possible pathway of 

MPs under the effect of currents and accumulated area, which is useful for the prediction of 

transport and fate of MPs in aquatic environments (Khatmullina and Chubarenko, 2019; 
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Francalanci et al., 2021). There are some investigations focusing on the terminal settling 

process of MP pellets, fragments, disks and fibers, and it is concluded that the density, size and 

shape affect the terminal settling velocity of MPs (Ballent et al., 2012; Bagaev et al., 2017; 

Waldschläger and Schüttrumpf, 2019). According to Kowalski et al. (2016); Kaiser et al. 

(2019), the settling velocities of MPs with irregular forms were much lower than those of 

spheres with the same volume. Khatmullina and Isachenko (2017) indicated that existing 

formulas for the terminal settling velocity of sediments were appropriate for MP spheres and 

short cylinders, but exhibited a significant variation for MP long cylinders. Choi et al. (2022) 

tested the settling velocity and behaviors of MP fibers. Yang et al. (2022) reported three distinct 

settling trajectories of MP disks and indicted the settling velocity of MP disks is significantly 

lower than spheres of the same volume. The laboratory experiments show the MP disks and 

fibers do not always have the linear settling trajectory, and they have secondary motions such 

as oscillation and rotation during the falling (Choi et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022). 

However, up to now, researches about the settling process of MPs focus on the steady-state 

phase when MP particles fall at the terminal velocity. The accelerating phase before MPs reach 

the terminal velocity is always neglected and has not been investigated. The unsteady-state 

falling exists and cannot be ignored in some cases in real environments such as settling in the 

shallow water. Besides, the unsteady-state settling of particle is also related to some processes 

including gravity particle separation and particle classification because in those processes, 

figuring out the accelerating pathways of particle is necessary (Ferreira and Chhabra, 1998; 

Jalaal et al., 2010). Only a few researches have investigated the accelerating phase of non-MP 

particles (Torabi and Yaghoobi, 2011; Jalaal et al., 2012; Yaghoobi and Torabi, 2012; Yin et al., 
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2017). These studies mainly focus on spherical and non-spherical particle with rectilinear 

settling trajectory and proposed the relationships of the instantaneous velocity, settling distance 

and time (Jalaal et al., 2010; Torabi and Yaghoobi, 2011; Jalaal et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2017). 

The acceleration period of MPs has not been studied yet. Given the remarkable deviation in 

shape between disks and spheres, the acceleration period of MP disks might be different from 

that of spheres. Thus, a detailed study on unsteady-state phase of MP disks is imperative.  

In this study, a laboratory experiment was conducted to study the acceleration phase of settling 

MP disks and investigate factors that influence the acceleration motion. We focus on the MP 

disks that are released in different ways. The settling trajectory and instantaneous velocity in 

both vertical and horizontal were analyzed. The relationships between the settling motion 

(including the settling distance and maximum settling velocity) and physical characteristics of 

MP disks (including the density, shape and size) were reported. 

3.2 Theoretical Foundation 

Consider an MP particle settling in water, the unsteady motion of the particle is given as (Choi 

et al., 2022):  

 
s G B D L V P Ba

dW
m F F F F F F F

dt
= + + + + + +  (3.18) 

where ms is the MP mass; W and t is the settling velocity and time of the MP particle. The forces 

acting on the MP particles are shown on the right-hand side, which denote gravity (FG), 

buoyancy (FB), drag force (FD), lift force (FL), virtual mass force (FV), pressure gradient force 

(FP) and Basset history force (FBa) in the water. The lift force (FL) is divided into Magnus lift 

force and Staffman lift force. The Basset history force (FBa) is negligible when particle is larger 
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than 1μm and generally can be ignored for MPs (L. Li and Michaelides, 1992; Roy et al., 2022). 

Besides, the ambient flow field is assumed not to be affected by the settling MPs (Choi et al., 

2022; Roy et al., 2022), and thus, the ambient water velocity and pressure gradient force (FP) 

is zero. Eqn. (1) is transformed to: 

 
2 2

1 2

1 1 1
(1 )

2 2 2

f

s s D L s

s s

ρdW ρ dW
m m g C ρAW C ρA W m

dt ρ ρ dt
= − + + +  (3.19) 

where ρs and ρ is the density of MP particle and the ambient fluid, g is the gravitational 

acceleration, CD and CL is the drag and lift coefficient, A1 and A2 is the particle projected area 

normal to the direction of the drag force (FD) and lift force (FL). 

When the MP disk is not perpendicular to the direction of travel, FD is parallel to the direction 

of travel and FL is normal to the drag (Figure 3.1). As soon as the settling begins, the horizontal 

component of the resulting force causes the horizontal movement, the vertical component 

changes the vertical position (Stringham et al., 1969). The equations of motion are as following 

(Stringham et al., 1969): 
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= − − − −

= −

 (3.20) 

Only very few studies have investigated the lift force on a non-spherical particle. It is generally 

assumed that the lift force is proportional to the drag force and related to the orientation of the 

non-spherical particle (Hoerner, 1965; Zastawny et al., 2012), shown as Eqn. (4): 

 2sin cosL

D

C
α α

C
=  (3.21) 
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3.3 Materials and Method 

3.3.1 MP particles  

MP disks in this study are cut from large plastic sheets made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC, ρs = 

1.343 g/cm3), polycarbonate (PC, ρs = 1.161 g/cm3), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS, 

ρs = 1.038 g/cm3). These plastic sheets are ordered online. PVC, PC and ABS are common 

materials for plastic production and waste in environment, for example, PVC is widely used in 

pipes and shower curtains; PC is used for construction materials; and ABS for the raw materials 

for some monitors and keyboards (Andrady, 2011; W. C. Li et al., 2016; Waldschläger and 

Schüttrumpf, 2019). Each plastic sheet was cut into MP disks of three shapes - square, rectangle, 

and triangle (Figure 3.1). According to Yang et al. (2022), the MP disks with side lengths l = 

3.0 and 5.0 mm has totally different terminal trajectory, and thus the MP disks with side lengths 

l = 3.0 and 5.0 mm are used in this study to investigate the size effects on acceleration phase. 

The aspect ratio h/l is 0.1 (h represents the thicknesses of disks). The length and thickness were 

measured with a digital caliper (± 0.001 mm accuracy). 

The MP density was measured using the method based on ISO 1183-1 (2012) and the measured 

density was checked with the density values provided from the online MP dealers. The MP 

disks were placed into a beaker with 100 ml of distilled water. After MP disks had sunk to the 

bottom, the zinc chloride solution (ρ = 1.600 g/cm3) was added to the beaker by a burette. the 

solution was stirred after each addition. The zinc chloride solution is added and mixed until the 

MP disks stay suspended for at least 1 min. The density of the solution was determined by 

weighing 1 ml solution by an analytical balance (± 0.001 g accuracy) (1 ml solution is delivered 

by an automatic pipette). The MP density is equal to the density of the solution. 
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3.3.2 Experiment setup and procedure 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.2(a): the settling column is made of plexiglass 

with a square cross-section of 20 × 20 cm and a height of 120 cm. The column was filled with 

tap water and the water temperature is kept at 20 ± 0.5 °C. Dotted markers were made on the 

centroid of the disk surface on each side. Before starting the settling experiment, MP disks were 

submerged in the experimental water for three hours to minimize the static surface charge. Each 

MP disk was placed in the center of the column by tweezers and released at 7 cm below the 

water surface to prevent surface tension. The disks fell freely with the initial velocity of zero. 

After 30 cm settling, all MP disks reach terminal velocity. As the focus of this study is the 

acceleration phase, 30 cm of the falling height from releasing was recorded using a high-speed 

camera (Phantom v211, USA) at a frame rate of 100 fps and a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels. 

Three release angles (0°, 45° and 90°) were tested in the experiment. For MP disks of each 

density, size and shape with the release angle of 0°, the disks were directly released in 

horizontal position (Figure 3.3(a)). For each MP disk set with the release angle of 45° and 90°, 

they were released in five ways (Case 1 - Case 5) (Figure 3.3(b)). The disk with release angle 

of 0° and 90° was directly dropped by tweezers. A plexiglass slope with vertex angle of 45°was 

attached to the wall of settling column. MP disk with the release angle of 45° was released at 

the release point (Figure 3.2(b)). 

The settling trajectory of MP disks was determined by connecting the dots marked on centroid 

of the disk using software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA). The x-direction was 

the vertically downward direction; the y-direction was the horizontal direction (shown in Figure 

3.2(a)). Wx and Wy is the instantaneous settling velocities in the x and y directions, which were 
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calculated from processing the images every 0.02 s after releasing disks. The calculated drag 

coefficient from different methods is compared and shown in form of the absolute value of 

relative error (|Err|) in this study: 

 
1 D D

D

C C
Err

N C

−
=   (3.22) 

3.4 Results and discussion  

3.4.1 Settling trajectory 

The settling trajectory of MP disks in the acceleration phase is different from that in the terminal 

period. The MP disk with the release angle of 0° starts to zigzag immediately with smaller 

oscillation (compared with terminal phase) after releasing, which indicates Lx and Ly is zero. 

The MP disks with the release angles of 45° and 90° firstly adjust to the position where the 

plane of disk face is horizontal and then fall (Figure 3.3(d)). The distance from the release point 

to the place where the MP disk first reaches the horizontal position is defined as the adjustment 

distance.  

The settling trajectory in the adjustment period of MP disk with the release angle of 45° and 

90° is shown in Figure 3.4. MP disks with angle of 45°and 90° show distinct adjustment 

trajectory. The settling trajectory for disk of 45° is almost linear, while that for disk of 90° is a 

curve. The angle between the line from the start to the end of the adjustment period and vertical 

plane is defined as γ (Figure 3.2(a)). γ grows with the release angle decreasing. For MP disks 

of 45° is 35° ± 5° and γ for MP disks of 90° is 17° ± 3°. According to the settling trajectory, the 

adjustment distance in the horizontal (Lx) and vertical (Ly) directions was obtained.  
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In Figure 3.4, it is shown that the settling trajectory is affected by the MP density, size, and 

release angle. Lx for MP disk with the release angle of 90° is much larger than that with angle 

of 45°; Lx for angle of 90° is twice of that for angle of 45°. Besides, with the decrease in density 

from 1.343 g/cm3 (PVC) to 1.038 g/cm3 (ABS), Lx decreases by 25% for the release angle of 

both 90° and 45°. In comparison of two MP disks of lengths l of 3 mm and 5 mm, 5mm disks 

have 47% larger Lx than 3 mm disks. Lx and Ly were summarized in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 

Comparing the results of Case 2 and Case 3, the other factors influence Lx and Ly can be 

concluded. For example, Lx of Case 2 is 50% larger than Lx of Case 3 and it indicates that the 

area of MP disks perpendicular to the motion has an influence on Lx. A dimensionless value 

named crosswise sphericity (Ф⊥) was used herein to describe the area of MP disks 

perpendicular to the motion. Ф⊥ denotes the ratio of the cross-section area of the volume 

equivalent sphere to the projected cross-sectional area of the particles perpendicular to the 

motion (Hölzer and Sommerfeld, 2008). The result obtained by comparison of Case 2 and Case 

3 shows that with the larger Ф⊥, Lx becomes smaller. Comparing results of Case 3 and Case 4, 

in which MP has the same Ф⊥, it is shown that MP shape exerts an impact on Lx. The Corey 

shape factor (CSF) is used to describe the difference in shape. CSF is a common factor 

describing the shape of particle. CSF c ab= , where a, b and c are the longest, intermediate 

and shortest lengths of the particle in three perpendicular axes (Khatmullina and Isachenko, 

2017; Francalanci et al., 2021). The impact of MP density, size and release angle was analyzed 

in the dimensionless form of Δρ, D* and θ (in radian). Δ ( )sρ ρ ρ ρ= −   and 
* 2

nD gD ν=  , 

where Dn is the nominal diameter, which is the diameter of a sphere that has the same volume 

as the MP disk; ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (Dietrich, 1982). Ly can be analyzed in 
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the same way as Lx. Figure 3.4 shows the dependence of Lx and Ly on the impact factors 

including θ, Δρ, Ф⊥, D* and CSF. The power of each factor is determined using software Origin 

2019. Note that Lx and Ly for horizontal release (θ = 0) disks are 0. Linear regression was applied 

to the analysis and has the coefficient of determination R2 of 0.761 and 0.753 for Lx and Ly, 

respectively. No comparison of the impact factors for Lx and Ly was conducted because up to 

now, no studies have focused on the adjustment phase of particles.  

3.4.2 Instantaneous settling velocity 

To investigate effects of MP particle properties on MP settling behaviors in the acceleration 

period, the instantaneous settling velocity in both vertical (Wx) and horizontal (Wy) directions 

were calculated based on the trajectory (Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7). The settling velocity of MP 

disks with the release angles of 0° gradually grows with oscillation from 0 to the terminal 

settling velocity. While MP disks with the release angles of 90° and 45° experience an 

enormous acceleration to the maximum values (Wx,max and Wy,max) and deceleration in the 

adjustment phase. After the adjustment phase MPs start zigzagging and accelerating to terminal 

velocity. The acceleration period of MP disks is short and MP disks reach the terminal velocity 

within 1.5 s. The settling velocity of disks in acceleration phase is not compared and discussed 

with other studies since up to now, no research on the topic has been reported.  

The density, size, release angle and release way affect the settling velocity of MP particles in 

adjustment phase. For instance, in Case 1, MP disks with the release angle of 90° have 22% 

higher Wx,max and Wy,max as well as longer adjustment time T than disks with 45°. In comparison 

of disks of different density such as PVC disks and ABS disks, the disks with larger density 

have 60% higher Wx,max and Wy,max. For disks of the same material, but with different lengths l 
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of 3 mm and 5 mm in Case 1, the ones with l = 5 mm have larger Wx,max, Wy,max and T. Moreover, 

the differences in Wx,max, Wy,max and T indicate the effects of release ways on the adjustment 

phase, which is related to CSF and Ф⊥.Wx,max and Wx,max/Wx,terminal (Wx,terminal is the mean settling 

velocity) also show a linear relationship with the same impact factors as Lx and Ly (θ, Δρ, D*, 

CSF and Ф⊥) (Figure 3.8). Only disks that have adjustment phase are considered here (i.e., 

disks with the release angles of 90° and 45°). As shown in Figure 3.8, both Wx,max and 

Wx,max/Wx,terminal are in proportion to θ, Δρ, D* and Ф⊥, but are inversely proportional to CSF. 

The relationship of Wx,max on the impact factors shows a worse linear fit with R2 = 0.729 than 

Wx,max/Wx,terminal (R
2 = 0.732).  

3.4.3 Drag coefficient  

When MP disks settle from stationary, the settling velocity changes with time and the drag 

coefficient of particle also change with time. In the adjustment phase, the forces exerted on 

the MP disk are not only vertical. They have horizontal component which drive the disk 

having lateral drift. The drag force on the MP disk is a dynamic situation and changes with 

time.  Based on the motion of MP disk in vertical direction in Eqn. (3), drag coefficient CD of 

MP disks is calculated as following: 

 
2 2

1 2

2 1
1

( cos sin cos sin ) 2

ys s
D

y

dWρ ρV
C g

A β A α α β W ρ dt ρ

    
= − − +    

+     
 (3.23) 

According to Figure 3.1, 1 cosA A α=  and 2 sinA A α= , where A is the area of the disk face 

and V is the volume of the MP disk.  

In some studies about the acceleration phase of non-spherical, non-MP particles, the particles 

were regarded as spheres, using nominal diameter Dn when describing the motion of non-
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spherical particles (Jalaal et al., 2012; Yaghoobi and Torabi, 2012). If the MP disk is regarded 

as a volume equivalent sphere, drag coefficient CD’ of MP disks is calculated by： 

 2 21 1
(1 )

8 2

f

s s n D s

s s

ρdW ρ dW
m m g πD C ρW m

dt ρ ρ dt
= − − −  (3.24) 

The absolute value of relative error (|Err|) was used to compare the drag coefficient of MP 

disks calculated by Eqn. (6) and Eqn. (7).  

For the PVC square disk with the release angle of 90°, the comparison of drag coefficient 

between two equations (the square and cross in Figure 3.8) shows enormous difference with 

|Err| = 251.9%. It is unreasonable to consider the MP disk as a sphere due to the non-negligible 

deviation. Thus, Eqn. (6) is used to calculate drag coefficient CD of MP disks. 

Figure 3.8 exhibits the time evolution of CD for MP disks in Case 1 with the release angles of 

90° and 45°. In the adjustment phase, when MP disks begin to fall, the settling velocity is close 

to 0 and CD is infinite. Then, CD starts to decrease and stay at a low value CD,min. At the end of 

the adjustment phase, CD increases. The results show CD,min is influenced by the release angle 

and size, but not related to the MP density. 5 mm PVC, PC and ABS disks with the release 

angle of 90° have similar CD,min values around 0.2, while disks with l = 3 mm or release angle 

of 45° have larger CD,min. The time tmin for CD stable at CD,min is related to size, density and 

release angle. tmin for the disk of l = 3 mm is significantly smaller than that for l = 5 mm. In 

comparison of the same disk but with different release angle, tmin for disk with the release angle 

of 90° is larger than that of 45°. When considering the influence of density, the PVC disk has 

the shortest tmin and ABS disk has the longest. It is indicated that the MP disk with the larger 

density has the shorter tmin. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

In this study, MP disks of three polymer types were released into the water by different ways. 

Due to the significant deviation in shape, MP disks have different acceleration motions from 

spheres. After releasing from the release point, MP disks firstly adjust to the horizontal position 

and accelerate to terminal velocity. Not only vertical sedimentation but also lateral drift was 

observed in the experiment. 

The settling trajectory and instantaneous velocity in vertical and horizontal directions are 

analyzed in details. During the adjustment phase, the MP disks have a sharp acceleration at first 

and then have a deceleration. Results indicated that the adjustment distance Lx and Ly, 

maximum vertical settling velocity Wx,max as well as Wx,max/Wx,terminal are in correlation to θ, Δρ, 

Ф⊥, D* and in reverse correlation to CSF. The MP disk has non-linear settling trajectory in the 

adjustment phase because the resultant force acting on the MP disk is not directly vertical.  

There is significant deviation (|Err| = 251.9%) in drag coefficient (CD) estimation when the 

model of acceleration motions of spheres is applied to MP disks. According to the new equation 

in this study, it is indicated that CD firstly decreases to a low value and then increases in the 

adjustment phase and it is affected by density, size and release angle.  

Up to date, little is known about the motion of MP particles before they reach the terminal 

velocity. The future work about the unsteady motion of MPs of other shapes such as cylinders, 

fibers and fragments in acceleration phase is needed.  
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Table 3.1 Summary of experimental conditions on MP disks.  

 

Material 

Length l, 

mm 

Shape 

Release 

angle θ 

Density 

𝝆𝒔, kg/m3 

Aspect ratio 

h/l 

CSF  

 

PVC  3, 5 square, rectangle, triangle 0°, 45°, 90° 1343 ± 5.0 0.10 0.10  

PC  3, 5 square, rectangle, triangle 0°, 45°, 90° 1161 ± 5.0 0.10  0.14   

ABS 5 square, rectangle, triangle 0°, 45°, 90° 1038 ± 5.0 0.10 0.08  
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Table 3.2 Adjustment distance (mm) of MP disks with the release angle of 90° in the (a) vertical 

(Lx) and (b) horizontal (Ly) directions. The adjustment distance is mean ± standard deviation.  

(a) 

Lx 

PVC,          

l = 5 mm 

PC,             

l = 5 mm 

ABS,           

l = 3 mm 

PVC,           

l = 3 mm  

PC,             

l = 3 mm 

Case 1 3.78±0.60 3.23±0.78 2.58±0.37 1.55±0.27 1.33±0.48 

Case 2 2.22±0.31 2.05 ± 0.33 1.79±0.23 1.31±0.29 1.08±0.25 

Case 3 0.87±0.11 0.82±0.15 0.78±0.14 0.76±0.23 0.46±0.09 

Case 4 1.55±0.4 1.38±0.49 1.36±0.28 1.35±0.32 1.17±0.25 

Case 5 1.37±0.34 1.35±0.26 1.09±0.22 0.60±0.19 0.56±0.20 

(b) 

Ly 

PVC,          

l = 5 mm 

PC,             

l = 5 mm 

ABS,          

l = 3 mm 

PVC,          

l = 3 mm  

PC,             

l = 3 mm 

Case 1 1.44 ± 0.17 1.24 ± 0.15 0.78 ± 0.29 0.46 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.07 

Case 2 0.95 ± 0.11 0.75 ± 0.33 0.42 ± 0.13 0.29 ± 0.07 0.29 ± 0.10 

Case 3 0.31 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.05 0.21 ± 0.05 0.16 ± 0.01 

Case 4 0.54 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.18 0.46 ± 0.13 0.25 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.02 

Case 5 0.34 ± 0.14 0.29 ± 0.07 0.22 ± 0.06 0.19 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.12 
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Table 3.3 Adjustment distance (mm) of MP disks with the release angle of 45° in the (a) vertical 

(Lx) and (b) horizontal (Ly) directions. The adjustment distance is mean ± standard deviation.  

(a) 

Lx 

PVC,          

l = 5 mm 

PC,             

l = 5 mm 

ABS,          

l = 3 mm 

PVC,          

l = 3 mm  

PC,             

l = 3 mm 

Case 1 1.25±0.08 1.13±0.11 1.02 ± 0.13 0.72 ± 0.11 0.65±0.06 

Case 2 1.18±0.05 1.15±0.05 1.09 ± 0.22 0.88 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 0.04 

Case 3 0.86±0.26 0.63±0.14 0.56±0.16 0.53±0.05 0.32±0.03 

Case 4 1.09±0.23 0.86±0.12 0.87±0.18 0.75±0.15 0.67±0.12 

Case 5 1.05±0.13 0.85±0.15 0.84±0.22 0.72±0.15 0.69±0.04 

(b) 

Ly 

PVC,          

l = 5 mm 

PC,             

l = 5 mm 

ABS,          

l = 3 mm 

PVC,          

l = 3 mm  

PC,             

l = 3 mm 

Case 1 1.21 ± 0.11 1.08 ± 0.11 0.74 ± 0.05 0.52 ± 0.03 0.49 ± 0.04 

Case 2 0.91 ± 0.05 0.94 ± 0.4 0.67 ± 0.14 0.55 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.04 

Case 3 0.59 ± 0.17 0.46 ± 0.13 0.38 ± 0.13 0.40 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.03 

Case 4 0.83 ± 0.13 0.79 ± 0.10 0.47 ± 0.11 0.48 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.04 

Case 5 0.83 ± 0.19 0.64 ± 0.12 0.34 ± 0.10 0.42 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.01 
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Figure 3.1 Forces on the settling disk. FG, FB, FD, FL and FV denote gravity, buoyancy, drag, 

lift and virtual mass forces, respectively. α is the angle between the plane of the disk face and 

the direction of travel. β is the angle between the direction of travel and the vertical plane. 
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Figure 3.2 Scheme of (a) Experimental setup and (b) attached slope on the settling column for 

disk releasing.  
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Figure 3.3 (a) three release ways of MP disks with release angles of 0°, (b) five release ways 

of MP disks with release angles of 45° and 90°, (c) three release angles, and (d) examples of 

settling trajectories of square disks with release angles of 90°, 45° and 0°. l and h are the length 

and thickness of an MP disk, respectively. The vertex angle of triangle MP disks is 90°.  
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Figure 3.4 Settling trajectory of MP disk (PVC, PC and ABS) in the adjustment phase with the 

initial release angle of (a) 90° and (b) 45°. 

  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.5 Adjustment distance of MP disk (PVC, PC and ABS) in (a) vertical direction and 

(b) horizontal direction, released in five ways (Case 1 - Case 5) with the release angle of 90°, 

45° and 0°. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.6 Time evolution of instantaneous vertical settling velocity Wx for MP disks with release angle of (a) 90°, (b) 45° and (c) 0°. MP disks 

with the release angle of 90° and 45° have five different release ways (Case 1 - Case 5); MP disks of each shape with the release angle of 0° have 

three release ways (Case 1 - Case 3). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Case 1 Case 2 

 

Case 3 
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Figure 3.7 Time evolution of instantaneous horizontal settling velocity Wy for MP disks with release angle of (a) 90°, (b) 45° and (c) 0°. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
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Figure 3.8 (a) Maximum settling velocity Wx,max and (b) ratio of Wx,max to mean terminal 

settling velocity Wx,terminal of MP disk in the vertical direction released in five ways (Case 1 - 

Case 5) with the release angle of 90° and 45°. 

  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.9 Example of drag coefficient of MP disks in the adjustment phase in Case 1. The 

size in legend is the side length l. The disk in legend with apostrophe (PVC’) means CD 

calculated by Eqn. (7); others are calculated by Eqn. (6).  
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Chapter 4 General Conclusions, Applications and Future Research Directions  

4.1 General Conclusions 

In this research, the settling processes of MP disks before and after reaching their terminal 

velocities were examined. Due to the significant deviation in shapes, the settling behaviors of 

MP disks are different from particles of other shapes. Detailed analyses were conducted on the 

hydrodynamic properties of MP disk settling, including the settling trajectory, settling velocity 

and drag coefficient. During the settling process, not only vertical falling but also lateral 

movements was observed. Specific conclusions can be found at the end of Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3. The followings are the general conclusions of this research: 

1) In the terminal settling phase, three types of settling trajectories of MP disks were 

identified: MP disks with smaller Reynolds number (< 100) have rectilinear settling 

trajectory; square disks with larger Reynolds number (> 100) have zigzag settling 

trajectory; and rectangular and triangular disks with larger Reynolds number (> 100) have 

zigzag settling trajectory, with the direction of the oscillation rotates from time to time. 

The settling trajectory is related to the dimensionless moment of inertia and Reynolds 

number of the disks.  

2) In the terminal settling phase, for the MP disks with non-linear settling trajectory, the 

instantaneous settling velocity in the vertical and horizontal directions, Wx and Wy, 

oscillate periodically. The density and shape of MP impact the frequency, amplitude and 

extreme (maximum and minimum) values of MP disks. However, the MP disks with 

rectilinear settling trajectories have consistent instantaneous settling velocity in the 

horizontal (Wy = 0) and vertical (Wx = mean terminal velocity) directions.   

3) The mean terminal settling velocity varies according to the density, size and shape of MP 

disks. The mean terminal settling velocities of MP disks are less than those of MP pellets, 
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cylinders and fragments. A new dimensionless formula was proposed for the settling 

velocities of both MP and non-MP disks, which shows a good accuracy with R2 = 0.90 

and Err = 15.5%. 

4) In the terminal settling phase, although the CD - Re equations for spheres underestimate 

drag coefficient for MP and non-MP disks, the universal CD - Re equation that takes into 

account the effects of shape and settling orientation exhibits reasonable accuracy for MP 

disks with Err = – 1.71%.  

5) The release angles and release ways of same shaped MP disks do not affect the settling 

trajectory and velocity in the terminal settling phase, but exert substantial impacts in the 

acceleration phase right after the release. The density, size and shape of MP disks have an 

influence on the settling trajectory and velocity both in the acceleration and terminal 

settling phases. 

6) In the acceleration phase, the MP disks with a release angle of 0° begin to zigzag 

immediately after the release and the settling velocity grows gradually. The MP disks with 

release angles of 45° and 90° initially adjust to the horizontal position before beginning 

to zigzag. During this adjustment, the settling velocity experience a sharp increase, then 

decreases after reaching the maximum vertical settling velocity (Wx,max). 

7) In the acceleration phase, the density, size, release angle, CSF and crosswise sphericity of 

MP disks determine the adjustment distances in the vertical (Lx) and horizontal (Ly) 

directions as well as the maximum vertical settling velocity (Wx,max). Quantitative 

relationships were developed for these parameters with good accuracies.  

8) In the adjustment phase, the drag coefficient of MP disks changes with time. The equation 

of the drag coefficient of accelerating disks was derived. The drag coefficient decreases 

to the lowest value and then increases, and it is related to density, size and release angle 
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of MP disks.  

4.2 Applications  

The research results from this study can be potentially applied in the following areas.  

1) The equations for settling velocity and drag coefficient can be applied to model MP 

transport and fate in the environments (rivers, lakes, oceans, stormwater ponds, wetlands, 

etc.). Based on the modeling results, we can better know or predict the accumulation 

location of MPs so that we can remove MPs,  guide the field sampling of MPs and evaluate 

the impact of MP pollution to the environments. 

2) The equations for the adjustment distance and maximum settling velocity in acceleration 

process can be applied in understanding MP transport in shallow water (urban street flow, 

shallow wetlands, swamps, etc.). The urban street flow is the sheet flow during storm 

events or due to snowmelt, and the acceleration process provides the basic knowledge for 

MP transport in sheet flow. Besides, in shallow wetlands and swamps, the MP transport 

in the acceleration phase is also not supposed to be neglected. The results can be used to 

provide better prediction for MPs distribution and accumulation areas in shallow wetlands 

and swamps, which is helpful for collection and removal MPs.  

3) The settling trajectory and velocity of MPs can be applied to the treatment/removal of 

MPs in waste water treatment plants (WWTPs). For example, they can be used to examine 

the existing reactors (e.g., settling tanks). The shapes, density and size of MPs can affect 

the settling velocity and settling time, which further influence the removal efficiency of 

different MPs. Thus, the results from this study might be useful for new designs or 

modification to existing designs in WWTP components to remove MPs from wastewater.       

4) The methods and results of this thesis lay a good foundation for studying: (1) MP films, 

which is thinner than disks and have flexibility in materials, indicating they might have 
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more complicated settling behaviors; (2) MP fragments, which are close to disks but with 

irregular shapes; (3) Sub-millimeter MP disks, films and fragments. 

4.3 Future Research Directions 

Based on the literature and this research on MPs, future research could give the priority to: 

1) The settling process of sub-millimeter MPs including MP disks. MPs that are smaller than 

1 mm exist in environment but the settling process of them is poorly understood. The 

settling behaviors of sub-millimeter MP fragments has been recently studied (Kaiser, et 

al. 2019), but for MPs of other shapes including spheres, disks and fibers, their settling 

behaviors are not clear. These investigations help to evaluate the potential transport 

pathways of small MPs.  

2) The acceleration phase of MPs of other shape such as fibers and irregular fragments. These 

MPs would probably have different accelerating behaviors from MP disks, and 

understanding these unsteady motions will improve the prediction on the transport and 

fate of MPs, especially in shallow waters. 

3) The settling behaviors of MPs incorporated with other substances. Due to the physical 

property of MPs, they can absorb other contaminants in surrounding water, which would 

change the settling behaviors of MPs. In particular, the investigation of MPs with biofilms, 

heavy metals or organic pollutants is imperative as it gives a close-to-nature understanding 

on settling behaviors of MPs. So far, only few recent studies (e.g., Semcesen and Wells, 

2021; Jalon-Rojas et al., 2022) have examined MPs with biofilms, which showed that 

biofilms can decrease or increase the settling velocity of MPs. The effects of other 

pollutions on settling behaviors of MPs are still unknown. 

4)  The settling behavior of MPs after weathering processes (e.g., due to abrasion and  UV 

light). The weathering processes affect MP physical properties including size, surface 
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roughness and structural change (Kowalski et al., 2016), which might have an important 

influence on the settling behaviors. Whether the weathering can affect the settling 

behaviors needs further investigations.  

5) Combination of settling process and other hydraulic processes (e.g., resuspension, 

incipient motion and bedload). In the real aquatic environment, the settling behaviors of 

MPs are more complicated than those in stagnant water. To have an accurate prediction of 

the transport pathway of MPs, studies on the interaction of different motions are needed. 

6) Numerical modeling on the settling and other transport means of MPs. Given fundamental 

experimental studies of MPs, numerical models could be built to have a better 

understanding of the mechanisms of MP transport behaviors including settling of MP 

disks. Large-scale modeling can provide the prediction of transport pathways of MPs in 

the aquatic environment (Ballent et al., 2013; Daily and Hoffman, 2020), based on which 

mitigation measures can be taken.  
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